
&r\ R. C. Welker 
NRAO * Edgamont Road 
Char $M>tteevi lie# VA 22901

Dear Craig*

VLB ARRAY MEMO No. 351

X reed V* BA Memo 343 yesterday and noted my name with regard to 
pulsar VLBI spec ificatione. Z have tht following comments to 
contribute to tht ditcuttion.

Tha priirary interest in pultar VLB I it attrometry: propar motiont 
trigonomttric parallaxet# and fundamental rtftrtnct frame. Tha 

limitationt ara sensitivity and ionotpharic calibration errort. Tbtta 
tfftctt laad to 1400 HHz at a naar optimum band for obaarvationa.
Tha ionotphara can ba calibrated by dual frequency observations on a 
reference itar or by an independent monitoring eyttem. The former it 
mott detireable and Norbert Bartel might have coirnente on hit attempte 
at thia mode uith S/X observations. The latter it lett detireable. Joe 
Taylor hat used spatially separated monitoring data with tome tuccett 
Ce.g.* Boulder data to calibrate OVRQ path!. Have there been 
ditcustiont of an ionotpharic monitor device at each eite ?

The log n - log 8 denaity at 1400 (1Hz for pultart above dec -30d
it:
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Thit distribution suggests that a 1400 MHz detection level of a few 
mJy is needed to dip into the bulk of the pultart. In addition the 
detection it required in a few minutes to allow beam twitching with a 
reference etar. Thut pultaT astrometry with the VLBA requires: 
(l)maximum bandwidth* (2) gating# and (3) a large* and therefore 
non VLBA. antenna.

The 1.5 oillitecond pultrar* 1937+21* it particularly important 
for fundamental reference frame work owing to the precition with which 
its position can be determined with respect to the Earth't orbit*
0. 001" now and probably 0.0001" in the coming yeart. At 1400 HHz 
ditpertion reeultt in a full pulte period of delay over a bandwidth of 
8 HHz. Sentitive* astrometric observations of thit important pultar* 
and other fast pultart with moderate ditpertion meaturet* will 
require a technique other than gating* even if the p'hata of the gate 
can be eet for each 2-4 MHz receiver channel.

An alternative to gating it to ute the fringe-rate and delay 
offeet technique developed by Bill Erickton for MKI VLBI observations 
of the Crab pultar at 111 HHz (1972 ApJ 177 101). Application of thit 
technique for pulte arrival time meaeurement (autocorrelation rather 
than crott correlation) hat been ditcutted by Backer and Kulkarni 
(1983 internal memo). In thit technique the Nth Fourier component of the 
pultar waveform in the frequency-time plane it meatured by adding a 
fringe rate of N timet the apparent pultar frequency and a delay of N 
timet the inverte of the pulte tpacing in frequency to the geometric 
fringe rate and delay. Mott of the SNF? enhancement of optimum



gating it obtained by extracting *10 complex Fourier amplitudes. Tha 
advantage it that no hardware gating it needed. All that it required 
it the software to compute the fringe rate and delay offsets. Ttia 
disadvantage it that the same data mutt be reproceeted ^20 timet to 
obtain the 10 complex Fourier amplitudes. Since thit aatrometry is 
likely to use only a large aperture* phated VLA or Arecibo 300 m* 
against the Vi_BA elements* or a tubset of them# many of the Fouriar 
amplitudes can be obtained in parallel uting the many batelina 
capacity of the processor. For example# a 14-station processor could 
process a 5-station pulsar scan (4 batelinet between the large 
aperture and the small ones) for 22 different fringe rates and delays 
simultaneously if every feaseline had independently tettable rata and 
delay. The procettor is probably not this flexible! it certainly w o n ' t  
be if the rate is done at the telescope. The rate offsets range from 
+/- max harmonic x pulsar «freq. ■ +/- 10 or 20 x 1000 Hz; the maximum 
delay is no trouble# a microsecond or so for 1400 MHz.

I will welcome further questions.

Regards#
D. C. Backer


